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The Sacred, Religion, and Morality

During the period that standard English-speaking authors refer to as that of modern continental philosophy, the trio of the “sacred,” “religion,” and “morality” became subjects of research in disciplines that developed out of or alongside classical theology and philosophy. The argument of the first half of this paper is that by and large this innovation has not been a fortuitous one for Catholic thought. For instance, it is generally agreed that August Comte (1798–1857) played a key role in the initial transformation of “religion” into what may be described as a *Time*-magazine sphere of society, that is, alongside the economy, politics, sports, theater, and so forth. His 1852 *Catechism of Positivism* supplied the founding charter for the discipline that has come to be known as the Sociology of Religion. This work, moreover, along with Comte’s other writings influenced in a broad sense the development of modern sociology.

Although born into a devout Catholic family, Isidore Auguste Marie François Xavier Comte’s own views on religion reflect the intellectual uncertainties of his period. He subtitled his *Catechism* a “Summary Exposition of the Universal Religion, in Eleven Dialogues between a Woman and a Positivist Priest of Humanity.” It
should be evident that August Comte does not escape the skepticism and confusion with respect to religion that infected certain French authors during the first half of the nineteenth century. Even Friedrich Nietzsche was moved to remark on the strained ambiguity that, in his caustic opinion, was characteristic of figures like Comte and Ernest Renan: “How strangely devout for our taste even these recent French sceptics are, to the extent they have some Celtic blood in their ancestry!”

Émile Durkheim (1858–1917) played a crucial role in carrying Comte’s views on religion to a next stage of reflection. Durkheim elucidated the nature of religion to be a celebration of a group’s or a people’s community or social solidarity. He postulated that common values form the cohesive bonds of society, particularly in primitive societies, although he also opined, as Mary Ann Glendon has observed, that in his own day communal religions had already lost most of their authority and effectiveness. Durkheim himself probably possessed a genuinely religious streak; his father had been the Chief Rabbi of the Vosges and Haute-Marne. Durkheim’s own views on religion, however, are thoroughly secular at best. Robert Nisbet, on the other hand, affords valuable insights into the analytical genius of Durkheim in his 1974 book, The Sociology of Émile Durkheim. I single out this author as a guide to discovering what may be profitable in Durkheim because Nisbet was a brilliant intellectual historian who saw European history in terms of the decline of morally bound groups. Durkheim’s celebrated 1897 study on suicide anticipated this conclusion when the author signaled “moral poverty” and anomie as causal factors in the occurrences of suicide in nineteenth-century Europe.

Max Weber (1864–1920) brought his peculiar style of idealist or antipositivist reflection to bear on the relationship between the sacred, religion, and morality. His promotion of the fact-value distinction led Leo Strauss to consider Weber the most profound exponent of values relativism in social science. The American political scientist Rogers Brubaker expounds on Weber’s views and,
in general, the positivist basis of modern culture and society in The Limits of Rationality, An Essay on the Social and Moral Thought of Max Weber. Although Durkheim and Weber each develops his own approach to the role that religion plays in secular society, these two thinkers are generally accepted as the forgers of the functional empiricism that governs the epistemological outlook of the modern social sciences. This outlook today affects profoundly the way that Christian believers, especially Catholics, think about God, religion, and, to be sure, morality.

One way to evaluate the influence that modern sociology has exercised on Catholics in the United States is to observe the evolution from its founding in 1938 of the American Catholic Sociological Society (ACSS) into its present-day embodiment as the Association for the Sociology of Religion (ASR). The ASR today describes itself as cultivating “the unique elements of its diverse heritage to support a broadly based sociology of religion relevant to many other subfields of sociology and to other scholarly disciplines.” This mission statement illustrates what is meant when we speak in the United States about a loss of Catholic identity in higher studies and helps to explain how easily old-line values relativism, for example in queer and gender studies, can replace the Catholic search for moral truth.

To the best of my knowledge, Bernard Lonergan is the only Catholic thinker who has been alert enough to recognize the dangers that the outgrowths of nineteenth-century positivism can pose to Catholic life and doctrine, and who at the same time has offered an intelligent and perceptive proposal to put the findings of what he called the “functional specialties” at the service of illuminating revealed truth. Many Catholic theologians and philosophers of the post-Vatican II period have chosen either to ignore the empirical sciences or, what is more widespread, to allow the methods and findings of these sciences to distort Catholic doctrine and theology. Lonergan, on the other hand, while writing about the problem of evil, introduced an important distinction between the “context of the solution,” which he considered a legitimate purview of
the human empirical sciences, and “the systematic treatment of the solution itself.” The latter, Father Lonergan always insisted, must surrender unconditionally to the hegemony of sound theological and Catholic explanation.

There are other figures who merit mention in a discussion of the modern secular academy’s appropriation of the “sacred.” These include the German religionist Rudolf Otto (1869–1936), whose 1917 book *Das Heilige* was translated in 1924 into English as *The Idea of the Holy*, and who has enjoyed a significant influence in the United States. There is also the Bucharest-born but American philosopher and historian of comparative religion, Mircea Eliade (1907–86), who, along with Otto, is mainly responsible for introducing American students to what may be described as a nontheological analysis of the sacred. His 1959 *The Sacred and the Profane* was read widely in American Catholic circles, especially after the Second Vatican Council when seminaries and universities commonly began to pay serious and sometimes uncritical attention to studies outside the patrimony of the Catholic tradition.

Father Matthew Lamb has explained how the Second Vatican Council was introduced to the Catholics of North America by media-supported “popularizers” and other pundits. As a result, many proposals in theological studies were acted upon without proper scrutiny in order to determine their conformity with the documents of the Council. For example, the early proponents of the hermeneutics of discontinuity argued that supplementing the study of theology with selected readings from the empirical life sciences (e.g., psychology, sociology, anthropology) formed a necessary part of the updating that the Fathers of the Council had mandated. Others who discovered for the first time the Italian word *aggiornamento* claimed that an integrated or correlative approach to theology was a way of responding to the Council’s requirement that Catholic studies become more open to the world than had been the case in the theological programs of the preconciliar period. The codeword used in English was “secularity.”
This experimental turn in Catholic studies occurred well before the late Holy Father drew our attention to what he considered the profound hermeneutical significance of *Gaudium et Spes* 22 for all post-Vatican II Catholic theology. In retrospect, however, we may now question whether the uncritical adoption of books and articles that proceed on the methodological and substantive assumptions of the modern empirical sciences has in fact served to both promote and sustain a sound Catholic theology. One may argue that the failure by Catholic theologians over the past thirty years to observe the kind of distinction that Bernard Lonergan had clarified in the late ’60s has resulted in a widespread confusion about the proper place that theology holds in evaluating religion and religious experience. This suspicion is true especially of English-speaking scholarship, a full account of which would require attention to figures such as the American savant and self-described “piecemeal supernaturalist” William James (1842–1910). Whereas the Church in the nineteenth century had to defend the truth of divine faith against a popular cultural rationalism that dismissed divine revelation as fantastic, the challenge today is to combat the widespread religious relativism that, as Pope Benedict XVI has reminded us, threatens to enact its own pernicious form of dictatorship. Piecemeal supernaturalism of the Jamesian variety evidently does not supply part of the solution.

In order to complete this brief survey of figures that may claim a place in the development of sociological outlooks on religion, it would be necessary to locate Comte, Durkheim, Weber, Otto, and even Eliade within the evolution of modern and postmodern continental philosophy itself. This gargantuan task must wait for another day. Allow me nonetheless to draw your attention to one recently published book in the United States that may assist in evaluating the influences of modern philosophy on the configuration of the sacred, religion, and morality.

David Bentley Hart is an American convert to Orthodoxy who recently published a 460-page book titled *The Beauty of the Infinite: The Aesthetics of Christian Truth*. In the words of one especially acute
reviewer, “Hart tells the Western story of being in order to remember something western thought has labored to forget: the intrusion of Christianity into that story, and the vision of reality the intrusion enables.” David Hart is not a Thomist, although among Orthodox theologians today he surely can claim to be the nearest thing to a working Thomist. At the same time, Hart is sympathetic to the *ressourcement* theologians. Gregory of Nyssa supplies the principal framework for the vision of God and being that Hart works out in his massive *apologia* for Christian truth. He also draws upon Denys, Maximus, John of Damascus, Cyril, and Augustine. Hart’s impressive and scholarly work shows that making a critique of the influences that modern continental philosophy have exercised on Christian theology is not limited to those Catholic thinkers who have taken *Fides et Ratio* seriously.

In the second part of this paper, I propose some themes from Aquinas that may help to correct the reductionist distortions that a student is likely to encounter today in studying the sacred, religion, and morality to the extent these studies follow the figures of the secular academy mentioned in part one. One place to start is what recent Thomists have had to say about beauty. In North America today, it may be noted, many students are given to think that Catholic discussions about beauty happen only among the followers of German theologians like Hans Urs von Balthasar or Dietrich von Hildebrand. This is not true. For instance, the Thomist philosopher Alice Ramos (in a recent article published in Spain) develops what the Angelic Doctor says about beauty and its relevance for the moral life.

Aquinas of course approaches beauty from the perspective of the deep-seated order that is resident in all that exists. Professor Ramos comments that “the metaphysical status of things is such that they are in order and this metaphysical order is, as Aquinas puts it, ‘the chief beauty [*summus decor*] in things.” Beauty for the Thomist pertains to the metaphysical structure of things. At its deepest or
highest level, this order attends the modes of being that Thomists call the transcendental.

A Thomist approach to the sacred, religion, and morality should find its starting point with the transcendental properties of being and being itself. It is difficult to imagine a more dramatic counterpole than First Philosophy to the measuring and recording of human experience that launches the positivist in his search for the truth. This is not to admit, of course, that the starting point of Thomist reflection on being lacks empirical foundation. The ordering of the sciences in which natural philosophy precedes metaphysics is important for Thomists, at least those who remain deeply uncomfortable with using skyhooks as starting points for philosophy. In the tradition of the River Forest School, Father Benedict Ashley explains why the natural sciences are important for Thomist philosophy, especially metaphysics, in terms of the irreducibility of the sciences to one univocal science on the Cartesian model. Because being is analogous, a valid task of the metaphysician will be to identify the analogically common principles of the sciences, to distinguish the sciences, and to relate them.

Some Thomists include beauty among these principles. They may appeal justly to Aquinas himself. He acknowledges that the difference in meaning between the good and the beautiful is that while the good answers to appetite and acts like a final cause, “the beautiful answers to knowledge and acts like a formal cause.” Thus, there are beautiful things, both material and immaterial, and man can stand on the lookout for them.

To discuss the philosophical status of beauty, most students of Thomism turn to the work of Jacques Maritain. His 1920 *Art and Scholasticism* surely inspires the above-mentioned essay by Alice Ramos. Jacques Maritain and his followers consider beauty as one of the transcendental properties of being. While this thesis remains debated among both Thomists and non-Thomists, the fact remains that Jacques and Raïssa Maritain’s early interest in aesthetics prompted other Thomists to think about the topic.
Two English-speaking Thomists come to mind: First, the English Dominican, Father Thomas Gilby, and his 1934 *Poetic Experience: An Introduction to Thomist Aesthetic.* Second, the North American Armand A. Maurer, and his 1983 *About Beauty: A Thomistic Interpretation.* These books (almost fifty years apart) represent the Leonine revival of Thomism as it flourished in Great Britain and North America. Armand Maurer writes out of the Gilson-inspired initiative at Toronto. Thomas Gilby of course represents the prodigious work of the English Dominican province to make Aquinas known to the Anglophone world. Father Gilby drew heavily on the works of classical Thomist commentators and so, arguably, represents a different stripe of Leonine revival Thomists than do Gilson and Maritain, although he was their younger contemporary.

I begin with the most recent publication. In his chapter on “Beauty and God,” Father Maurer concludes that “we can call God beautiful, then, as the source of the world’s loveliness; but more suitably He should be called super-beautiful as containing in a superlative way all the marks of the beautiful.” He goes on to suggest that the relationship of what appears radiant, ordered, and whole to the primary perfection of being is such that no purely aesthetic appreciation on the part of an aesthete can suffice to capture it. A metaphysical glance is required. Why is God “super-beautiful”? Thomists answer by pointing to the divine existence (*ipsum esse*). As Father Maurer explains, “the three notes of beauty: radiance, order and integrity, are found in God, not imperfectly as in creatures, but perfectly and supremely. Thus God is eminently beautiful, in the proper sense of the word. Beauty, however, is not the first perfection or name of God. That is ‘He Who Is.’ God’s beauty, like the beauty of all things, is but one facet of his being or actual existence.” The measuring measure of superlative beauty then is the divine being not the human mind, a beauty of which there is, as St. John of the Cross in another context suggested, a “trace” in all creatures. Hence one recollects the lines of John of the Cross from *The Spiritual Canticle:*
Seeking my Love
I will head for the mountains and for watersides,
I will not gather flowers,
Nor fear wild beasts;
I will go beyond strong men and frontiers.

O woods and thickets,
Planted by the hand of my Beloved!
O green meadow,
coated, bright, with flowers,
Tell me, has He passed by you?

Pouring out a thousand graces,
He passed these groves in haste,
And having looked at them,
With His image alone,
Clothed them in beauty.”

While the full perfection of beauty is found only in God, yet the created trace and source for our analogical contemplation of beauty is at the heart of the sacramentalization of being that is a fixture of the Catholic life.

In marked contrast with this rich approach, Catholic theology is questionably served by approaches to the sacred that analyze human experience statistically, except to the extent that such studies illuminate the “context of the solution” that philosophy and theology may provide. Even Nietzsche recognized that there was something defective in keeping God around as an object of human investigation: “How Catholic, how un-German, August Comte’s sociology smells to us, with its Roman logic of the instincts!”

Father Maurer’s discussion of the divine beauty is a first step toward a distinctive Thomist approach to the sacred. We need further to consider what Aquinas says about the beauty of the eternal Word and the incarnate Word. One text that Father Maurer brings to our attention is Aquinas’s commentary on the second verse of Psalm 45:
“Fairer in beauty are you than the sons of men.” Aquinas there enumerates a fourfold beauty in Christ: divine beauty, the beauty of the moral virtues, the beauty of moral behavior, and the beauty of body. The progression is familiar. Aquinas moves from being to disposition for action, then from disposition to action itself, and then from action to the instrument of human action, which is the body. We behold beauty, as it were, proceeding from the inside out.

Christ’s true fairness, however, is judged in the last analysis on the basis of his obedience and love. When Aquinas ponders the disfigurement that afflicts Christ’s body during his Passion, he replies that Christ’s wounds do not detract from his beauty inasmuch as they remain in his resurrected body the emblems of his victory on the cross. In fact, Aquinas further testifies at *Summa theologiae* III q. 54, art. 4, ad 1 that in the place of Christ’s wounds, “a special beauty [*specialis decor*] appears.” We may conclude then that the paschal mystery supplies the locus where the sacred definitively appears in the world as the superlatively beautiful. It barely needs mentioning that nineteenth-century rationalist sceptics, both Catholic and Protestant alike, found the mystery of the Cross and Christ’s sufferings on it the most difficult Christian doctrines to reconcile with their understanding of the sacred, religion, and morality.

Aquinas finds beauty in God himself, reflected in the world that God has created, and most manifest to believers in the person and mysteries of Jesus Christ. Christ and his mysteries are accessible to man only because of the authoritative communication of divine truth that we call revelation. Divine faith enables the one who believes to embrace the truth about the sacred and to discern the authentically beautiful. This embrace and discernment find their highest expression through the operation of those gifts of the Holy Spirit that Aquinas relates to the virtues of faith and charity, namely, the gifts of knowledge, understanding, and wisdom.

Aquinas distinguishes those gifts of the Holy Spirit that strengthen the intellect from other kinds of knowledge by reason of an *instinctus* or knowledge by sympathy. Nietzsche was right: there is
something “Roman” about instinct. He had no idea of course about the origin of this instinct.

Knowledge by sympathy is a phrase employed by Father Gilby, who also recalls a line from Shakespeare that illustrates it: “Fortune brings in some boats that are not steered.” In *Poetic Experience*, Gilby notes that mystical writers seem to favor analogies from what are regarded as “the lower and more emotional sensations.” Sympathies, so to speak. He cites the seventeenth-century Spanish author of the *Theologia Mystica Divi Thomae*, Thomas de Vallgornera (c. 1595–1665), who compiled a list of names that spiritual authors use to describe experimental knowledge of the sacred: “Contemplation, rapture, melting, being transformed, union, exultation, jubilation, to be wrapt in darkness, taste, embrace, kiss, to conceive and bear, to be brought into the wine-cellar, to be drunk, to follow the scent, to hear a voice, to enter into the bedchamber, sleep in peace and take your rest.”

Thanks to the work of Father Servais Pinckaers, we are reminded that these terms do not concern only those engaged, noetically or otherwise, in mystical or ascetical theology. Sympathies of this kind are the rightful property of ordinary Christians and may inform the moral knowledge available to them.

Gilby recalls two things that Aquinas teaches about love: first, love applies itself to the object, that is, “Love goes out to the thing, not the thought of the thing.” Second, love becomes an informing cause of the act of knowledge: “The mind reaches out and really feels its object, as something that really penetrates it. In this way love acts on the mind as a formal cause.” Love shapes the will, and beauty draws the mind, and so there occurs an intentional union between the lover and the beautiful loved thing.

We are in a position to suggest, at least tentatively, several conclusions: first, that the most lovable object is also the most beautiful. God. The sacred. Second, that the most loveable object that has appeared on earth is known through love-infused faith knowledge. The crucified and risen Lord. He is the origin and cause of true religion. Third, that human life achieves its rectitude by embracing a moral
goodness that even in suffering never loses its attractiveness and indeed beauty. The “good and beautiful life,” as Jacques Maritain would say. These are not the conclusions that one is likely to investigate in courses listed under the heading of Sociology of Religion. What a contemporary Thomist recognizes as lacking in the modern positivist approach to the sacred, religion, and morality is best captured by what Aquinas says in his *Super Librum Dionysii De divinis nominibus*: “Beauty establishes the integrity of things in themselves, and also their communication in the whole, each in its own style, not with uniformity. The higher are shared and the lower are ennobled by this intercourse.” Everlasting Beauty is what a Thomist should look for when he or she ponders the sacred, religion, and morality.
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